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LETTEtt, OF TRAtSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE 'INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washingtori, February 2,1912.
SIR: Education in and through agricultura is attracting the atten-

tion and interest of teachers in schools of all grades and of many
people, both in country and in city. Only within recent years have
agriculture and allied subjects Come to be an important part of the
courses of study in elementary and secondary schools and in normal
schools whose purpose' and functipn it is to prepare teachers for
these lower schools. For this reason there is still much uncertainty
as to what and how much of these subjects should be taught, how
the matter selected should be arranged, what methods of teaching
should be used, and what shmild be the organization,and support of
the schools doing this 'work. Hence, any contribution toward 'the
answer of these questions is welcomed by teachers, school officers,
legisliators, and people who have children to educate and who con-.
tribute to the support of the schools.

The manuscript herewith submitted. consists of papery read before
the American Association for the Advancement of Agricultural

w Teaching at its second annual meeting, C'olum'bus, Ohio, November,
1911. This association is composed of persons. engaged in agricul-
tural education in American colleges, normal schools, high schools,
elementary se.' hods, and special schools of agriculture. Its member-
ship includes able men and women in all parts of the United States
who have acquaintance with the present usage and the needs of such
education in all sections. These papers constitute it 'valuable con-
tribution to the solution of several problems'of agricultural education,
especially in the secondary schools,..and I therefore recommend that

'they be pOlished as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education.
Ve respectfully,

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,
0'

;
I

4 t

P. P. CLAXTON,
Commissioner.

Yft
.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION '.IN-SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

( sir '
P PERS READ AT THE SECOND ANNUAL MEETING OF 'THE AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION TOR. THE ADVANCEMENT OoF SCIENCE,' COLUMBUS,
j OHIO, NOVEMBER 14, 1911.

go.

I. ESSENTIALS IN A STATE SYSTEM AGRICULTURAL
EDUCAVON. ;

By F. W. HOWE,
Specialty in Agriculture, State Department of Education, A lbauw , N. y:

The lawe. of 54 years since the founding of the first American
agricultural college should have given time enough for the formulation
of some deliniti', integrated scheme of agricultural education that
could merit and enlist the intelligent su0611, of the American people.
It has taken the larger fraction of thaf period, however,, to establish
the work of the _agricultural colleges in general public estimation,
and Acme, even among the leaders, havebeen'satistied with this meas-
ure of accomplishment, and have been inclined to regard. it as the
consummation of the .development Of an ideal system of agricul-
tural education.

Certain of ,them, . however, saw far beyond _thisfor example,
read President James'ii recent, tribute to the far-seeing Aateamanship,
of Prof: J. B. ,Turneryet some of the lesser folk, of the common
people, have been the ones to encourage and develop the *deand fiir
seglething broader than was ftrstcbntemplated. As with the older
institutions of traditional typo, the seed planted by the colleges of
agniulture hits fruited in the far-spread sentiment that education
for efficiency is the tight of all the people. And the recogniZed

'dependence of.the national wtilfaie upon agricultural prdsperity hers,._.
reenforced the demand that special educational provision shall be
made fpr instruction. in agrictilture.40

So *e have seen numerous significant; if not. scientific, attempts
to bring this to pass. In certain States we have seen -the lettcbing
of agriculture required by law in all the public schools, even before
any teaching standards bad.been erected or any requiremeirt made
that teachers should be examined in .tlito subject. We have seen

special schools of agriculture spring fUll:Iledged from the fiat of
I

\
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8 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN SECONDARY, SCHOOLS.

legislatures, without regard to the relation of these establishments to
the colleges or to the general public schools. We have seen private
schools and State normti, schOols offering agricultural courses iir the
same independent fasluon. We have seen congressional district,
and judicial district, and indetermii ate district schemes of distribu-.
Lion of such schools. We have seen abandoned county courthouses
and old academy buildings take on a new life as the home of these
promising new schools; and we have peen all sorts and degrees of
State- aided .schemes brought forward for their support;

We may consider these sporadic.: developments unpedagogicai,
irrational, or oven as symptoms of sheer political pull or dPmagogic
ambition; but wtmust admit thurtheir ultimate success depends.upon
the fact that the people of the several States have set their minds on
having an agricultural educatiort that shall be really democratic, in
the sense that it is open to every boy and girl who wants it, regardless
Of the distance of his hbrue from the State agricultural college. Just

,aat
as the agricultural-colleges have fOught their hardest battle to over-
come the inertia aniig,norance of farmers themtelves, in like manner
those Who are interested in the. Lip] education of these farmers:
children may have to resist and .overcome influences that would now
restrict tire opportunities of education.. The very excellence of the
teachirkg of the agripltural colleges has developed the demand for
more of this type of instruction than can be given effectively in
centralized institutions. The colleges may yet "head up" this
movement four broader educational oppoitunity, hut they can riot
"head' off" themovement. And if this trend has not yet shaped
itself definitely within the. lilies of a pedagogic and rational system,
at least the development Ls gone far enough to supply the factors
entering into the outline of such a system.

If these observations have served a useful purpose in iiitroducing
my theme, I may be justified now in plunging into it at once, and
my first proposition is this:

The Stale scheme of education in agriculture sauld be definitely and
intimately related to the State's general system tj. education. .

It may seem easy now to assent to that piopositiii, but it was
only five years ago t a t the writer found occasion to say in a pub-
lished article that t e usual agriculturaL college `stood as far apart
from the recogn system of public education as do the priyate_
colleges tor the e reform schools.,

If, hawevCr, w: are now agreed that instruction in....4riculturellt+
a legitimate and onunendable'concern of general publiceducation
certain corollari which 'naturally follow from thoitundamentsi
preposition dese a special statement, as follows:
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1. The State agricultural college should be recognized as. an
important and necessary part of the general educational
mechanism of the State.

2. Preparation for entrance upon the courses offered in theme

agricultural college should be a recognized function' Of
the public high school.

3. The high-school courses in agriculture should present a
broadly cultural as well as specifically vocational
character.

4. 'These courses should be projected upon a definite plan of
State aid and State superVion.

5. General but none the less Instinctive teaching okagrIcul-
tore in the seven`th and eighth grades' should precede
and prepare for, these courses. .

Space will permit but the briefest comment as to the significance
and validity of the foregoing statements, considered in the direct

'ordec.
(1) If the State agricultural college is not an organic part.of the

.State universityand some of the oldest and best of them did not -
so origin ateat least it shouirl be recognized that the best work of.
these s loots is of tertiary rather than merely of secondary grade
and that it stands on equal footing with the engineering, scientific, or
of essional departments of a well-balanced university system.

It is worth while to call attention to .the fact that the original con-,
dept of the, land -grant college was that of an industrial university.
The isolated colleges of this type that have developed harmonious
departments of literature, science, arts,_ history,. economics, and
llinguage, as well as engineering, forestry, home economics, and
agriculture, are still within the scope of the first intention. Though
generally so called, these institutions are not exclusively colleges of
agriculture, a point, that universities as Well as the common people
do well to remember.

.(2) If it is;.then, rational and com mendable for the public high
schools to offer courses preparatory to colleges of law, medicine;
science, education, and the liberal- arts, it obviously of equal
sanity of thought and procedure that thex should also ,provide
courses that lead to the practicJ arts, either in a higher school or ill
real vocational life. The obligation todo this is the more urgent in
view of the relatively small, number of high-school graduatorirrho
enter the more learned callings:,

(3) But if the high school is to make such offerings as a part Of jts
general educative function, it must bring them 'into some articulate
relation with )the Material of teaching common 4o all the other
courses. Stated differently, it is a vidlation* of sound pedagogic'

28718.1°.-12;--2
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10 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN. SEVONDARY SCHOOLS.

principles to "segregate" agricultural students in studies that ought
to be pursued in common with other students. .

The high-school student can' no longer master all the subjects
embraced in the modern curriculum; and even the weakest high
school should not oblige or expect each of its students to cover the
subjects studied by every other student in order to graduate. Fur-
thetmore, the agricultural student needs association and coeducation
with future citizens who are to devote theinselves to other occupa-
tions than farm' This assures the safest condition ror developing
hound ideals of responsibilities and of personal culture. In
truth, the education that most of us must gel for vocation holds in
itself the surest, most nearly permanent cultural possibilities. Cul-
ture is the spring whose .current turns the mill of daily life, while`at
the same time preserving the beauty of the landscape which life
surveys through its windows and intb which it walks at eventide.

(4) But a high chool course in agriculture that is both brydly
cultural and vo

1
ionally adequate can not be properly sustained

"in the present state of the art" without assistance from the State as
a' whole. Efficient\ teachers of agriculture cost more than efficient
iteachers of Latin or algebra, even though not as yet so well trained
in the theory of teaching their specialty. The new subjects, slow in
'coming. to their proper place'in the modern curriculum, must now
`have unusual assistance in promptly developing their important
functions. And the sufficient justification for special State aid in
money and supervision lies in the fact that the productive skill and
habit developed in the agricultural courses accrue to the. advantage
of the whole Statein a much more direct and traceable way than is
shown by the training for any of the older Kofes.sions..

As to the best way through which financial aid may come to the
schools and as to the best proportion of general to technical or voca-
tional studies in the course, local conditions and opinions will vary.
So far as any generalization, based upon the actual practice in respect
to these points, can yet be made, it would appear that the more
eastern States in this country show a tendency to exact a larger pro-
portion of the student's`-time for technical studies, while conferring a
relatively smaller amount of financial aid from the State treasury.
There appears also to be a tendency in the Middle Western States to
limit .the number of schools enjoying this benefit much more defi-
nitely than in the Eastern States. Thus, upon the first point men-
tioned, the report of the recent Illinois Educational Commission
recommends that only one-fourth of the course be given to agriculture
or other vocational subjects. Missouri and Nebrska and probably
a number of other Western States require the teaching of agriculture
with State aid through only one or-two years of the high-school course.

.--.

t



ESSENTIALS IN STATE AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 11

In contrast with these, New York requires five-twelfths of the time
to be devoted to vocational work through four years, and Massa-
chusetts requires practically two-thirds of the lime. The latter
State also insists that one-fourth of the time given to agriculture shall
be devoted to practical work done at the home under direction of the
special teacher. No Massachusetts high school can receive State aid
and approval for its agricultural course except by carrying out this
requirement, which may be regarded as a limiting factor in deter-
mining the number'of schools ,that, will elect to take advantage of it,
for it is intended that "when conflict is unavoidable, or when con-
tinuous application for a number of days to his 'productive farming
projects becomes necessary, all else must yield to the student's
agricultural instruction, no matter what the, cost for the time being
to his other studies.''

Considering now the second point of comparison between *tern
and . western schools, Minnesota definitely limits the number of schools
receiving State aid under the Putnam law to 10 additions to the list
in any biennium. Under this provision 30 schools now receive State
aid to a maximum of $2,500 annually under the Putnam act, and 55
schools Aceive $1,000 each.under the BensonLLee act. A somewhat
similar limitation preyails in Louisiana and 'Virginia, which are
neither Western nor Eastern States in the usAal implication of 'those
terms. North Dakota limits State aid, amounting to a maximum of
$2,500 annually, to five high schools the first year, ansl to five addi-
tional schools in any subsequent period of two years.

Turning again to the Eastern States, New York offers but $500
annually to schools emplolng one vocational teacher of "agriculture,
mechanic arts, and home making, . I 'is proposition is wide
open to every high school in the State ilia-ran enlist 25 approved
students in the course. Nfassachuset /makes no linutution upon
the lumber of schools, except by the curyicular proVisions previously
noted, and by fixing the amount of its total appropriation for "voce-
tional instruction at $10,000, a sum whicli is available for paying
two-thirds of thatsalaries of instructors in agricultural departments

.of hig4 schools.. Maine giver tats aid in the proportion of two-
°thirds of the local expenditures for teaching agriculture, though the

absolute amount paid must notexceed $500 annually to any school.
This hasty survey would thusreem to justify the statement that in

the Eastern States generally, where agriculture is not commonly
considered so dominant an industrial interest as in the West, the
proportion of school time exacted for the study of agriculture is
greater than in the Western States, while the amount of State aid
offered is notably less; anIfurther, that in the Eastern States then is
no definite numerical limitation.of ,ahe number of schools entitled to

. State aid, while this limitation appearato be .typical of the western plan.



12 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Possibly this rather unexpected couclufiion from the comparison
made would break down under clos et. analysis; but it would seem at
least to provokeefurther investigation as to the hiStorie, educational,
social, and economic factors involved in an explanation of the two
situptions compared.

(5) In further comment upon the suggestion that high-school-
courses should be preceded by agricultural teaching in the lower
grades, it may be said that this proposition is how generally conceded.
My own point is that this teaching ought to be recognized as an
essential step in the practical development of.a standard system of
agricultural education. It has been practically admitted for a
number of jears now that the up-to-date high school, at least in the
more rural sections, ought to give a one-year general course in text-
book agriculture for the sake of its cultural and informational value,
if for no other reasons.

So much surely ought to be done; but no high school that means
to live ue to its full duty in teaching agriculture from the vocational
viewpoint can spare the time in a four-year course fur a mere general
or academic study of agriculture. The logical place for such 4 course
is in the seventh and eighth grades, when the pupil is naturally eager
to take up akiiew textbook on a new theme, enlivened perhaps hay
occasional demonstrations d observation trips to real farms, and
where the generalized, descrip ve study of the business of agriculture
and its relations to other eat world industries will constitute an
apperceptional b for the more specialized instruction that
awaits him in the hi -school course.

To defer this general but elemental study of agricniture to the later
years of the course contravenes every consideration of true pedagogy,
and contributes much to the lamentable tendency of pupils to
"eliminale" themselves from the public school before they have
had a fair chance to appreciate the meaning of real high-school work.

a Much might be said, also, upon the value of this elementary study of
agriculture, considered as a preparation for high-school science study.

The development of my theme tits thus far pertained chiefly
to the general public high schools as the educational unit that needs
to be considered next after the agricultural college in the fashioning
of a State system of agribulturar education. There remain for brief
attention certain scholia, more oilesi important, that belong to other
phases of the subject. These may new- be stated.

. (a) To make agricultu teaching effective, there must be special
provision for the adeguateltining of teachers.

Possibly this is a matter of less consequence in relation to college
instruction, where it may be assumed that persistent students will
gain information in spite of the ponr.nithods of presentation, that
are all toot commop, but it has imperative importance in ,the high-

T... .



ESSENTIALS IN STATE AOTITCULTIJRAL EDUCATION. 13

school fiend and lower. I have no time or disposition to argue this.
'There are no "born" teachers of agriculture, or any other subject,
who need not to be born again through the spirit of true, Conscious
insight and understanding of the laws of teaching. If it were not so,
then we have foolishly spent millions of money' in the support of
normal-school instruction in the Nation. But not even a referendum
vote to abolish all normal schools could invalidate the fact of the
need of special training for the art of teaching. Agricultural instruc-
tion of any grade can not afford to ignore the requirements which
that fact imposes. There was need of the organization of the
American Association for the Advancement of Agricultural Teaching.

The State normal schools themselves, to which 'we naturally look
for this training, are beginning to offer it. The guilty of the train-
ing will improve with larger experience and with adequate technical
infOrmation in the science and business of agriculture. The agri-
cultural colleges constitute another source from which this instruc-
tion should be expected, though they have been slow, if not reluctant,
to provide it. The special secondary schools of agriculture that _

have been established in many States should also do much to prepare
experienced public-school teachers to give instruction in the new
subject. The general public high school that offers both agricultural
and teachers' training courses can likewise do much to better the
instruction in lower schools, especially in the coral districts.

The remark which seems important in this connection is that
no one State educational institution can supply the training needed
to meet pressing demandgkof the present and the future, and no
single institution should attempt to arrogate to itself such a pm
rogativo. The land-grant colleges have no monopoly of the instru- .
mentalities of agricultural education. It is easily conceivable that
in many States the wholesome rivalry of an independent institution
of collegiate rank that took some pains to secure teachers who should_..
know teaching' e.. well as agriculture, and whose work must depend
for support upon its intrinsic excellence rather than .upon fixed
appropriations from the State treiisury it is possible, I say, that the
presence and influence of such a school might be a distinct blessing to
the work o rtain State institutions. The time is at hand when we
should ex ect large endowments from private sources to complement
the se e of State and national establishments for Promoting
education in agriculture, just as we have seen the' general education '1
system of State and Nation preceded, and then followed, by private
foundations for educational purposes.-. The dispOsition to put all
respoqpibility for educational betterment upon the resources of the
pulilia treasury is no certain evidence of popular appreciation of

requirements. The rbal 9,dvanaes in all national dnyelog-
ant come from apecjal or individual initiative. .14



14 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN RECONDARYSCHOOLS.

(b) To improve general agricultural teaching in the State there ought
to be a State association of all agricultural teachers and supervisors.

This State association would bring to its members the conceded
advantage's of .like Cooperation in other lines of teaching. The
educational powers that be often manifest a tendency to discourage
the formation of now organizations. It is, however, sdistinctly
matter for the beneficiaries to settle for themselves.

(c) A State organ of publicity and professional improvement is a
proper outgrowth of such fan organization.

It should serve as a clearing house of information and suggestion
for all grades of agricultural teaching without advertising the special
merits of any/partieular school or person. .

(d) Partly outside the immediate local functions of the several schools,
but intimately and logically connected with them, is the .field of certain
lines of so-calle(; extension instruction.

These need not be now specified, but it is pertinent to say that here
again the field does not belong-to any one institution or agency. The
local high school may_offer such extension work in a series of winter
monthly meetings for farmers or otherwise carry on this instruction,
perhaps even more effecively than it could be done by a remote
institution. Of course the local school should utilize to the utmost
any assistance it can secure fromrgeneral agencies -for agricultural
bettermentthe State farmers' institute service, the State grange,
the State departments or boards of agriculture and of education, the
faculty of the State college of agriculture and of other teaching insti-
tutions, and the staff of the experiment stationbut it should pre-
eminently develop the interest and abilities of the farmers of its own
community. The real success of agricultural teaching within and
without the school building will he measured by the extent to which
the instruction is adapted to local conditions and possibilities and
gets itself realized in the essential betterment of practice on the home
farm.

(e) In addition to furnishing these intimatetand personal forms of
extension instruction, an ideal system of agricultural education will also
provide some systematic type of cc;srespondence teaching in agriculture.

ate is a field of possibility that is yet by no means fully worked,
and its special virtue consists in the emphasis which it places on the
conception of education as a lifelong process, never completed at
spy age. It is a form of service that can be particularly helpful to
the experienced teacher who knows as yet but little scientific agri-
culture and to the agricultural graduate who knows as yet but little
of the science and the art of teaching.

(f) To give unity of purpose in the interaction of all these agencies
for agricultural education, there ought to be an annual State conference.
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This conference should bring together perhaps not the actual
teachers, who Ought to have their owh special meetings, but the.
leaders of the State who form public opinion in developing the trunk
lines of State progress. Possibly there should be \a permanent State
commission on agricultural education that shduld serve to represent
avid harmonize the various interests concerned in the agricultural
and educational development of the State's resources. The influence
of some such ency is probably the only efficient safeguard against
ill-considered legislative action on these matters.

(g) In this essay to set forth the outlines of a State system of agri-
cultural education, I should include a final proposition: Additional
Federal aid should still be given to the several States/in promoting
the efficiency of agricultural education.

Neittier education nor agriculture have exhausted their rightful
claims upon the fostering care of.the General Government. Legisla-
tion looking to these ends, frequently proposed in recent years but
still deferred, is yet needed to perfect the development of a measur-
ably complete system of agricultural education. So long as public
money is still not wanting for the pageantry of war on land and sea
the advocates of real national progress will be justified in continuing
to press these claims to final recognition.

In the meantime, as well as .afterwards, a great advantage would
come to the teaching of agriculture through all grades and: forms of
instruction if the department of agricultural education in the Experi-
ment Station Record could be expanded into, or be supplemented

a national organ of representation for the important interests
involved. Excellent as it is, the clearing-house function of the Office
of Experiment Stations in relation to agricultural education is not
adequate to the magnitude and dignity of the development which
this interest has. already attained. If the influence of this organiza-
tion and ifothers of like interest be unable to bring about the estab-
lishment of such additional means of public discussion and
representation, through appropriate legislation and requisite appro-

1 priations, then, as a nation- *de association of agriCultural eduet
tors; we shall face the diit of devising and conducting such an
organ directly through our 6 n effort. There should be support
enough to assure success to such an effort.



II. THE NEED FOR RELIABLE SCIENTIFIC DATA REGARDING
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN RURAL COMMUNITIES.

By E. C. Hiossa,
thiperlisiewterst Sdool of A griciature, Morrie, AMA.

The objects of this association are to promote and to increase the
efficiency of agricultural teaching. The value of agricultural instruc-
tion is novi seriously questioned only by those who need it most.
Some ignorant, slipshod farmers, together with a small self - confident,
successful contingent, are practically the only ones who see no place
for the new work. President Butterfield generalizes the rural prob-
lem thus: "To maintain upon our land a class of people whose status
in our society fairly represents American ideals, industrial, political,
social, and ethical." Any one in touch with conditions at first hand
realizes that the attainment of this purpose is a task of the greatest
magnitude.

In the solution of the rural problem the first need is a clear under-
standing of rural conditions. This comes only after the intelligent
consideration of details. My thesis is that we do not have the reliable
data at hand to know fully how to proceed. If the problem were
uniform the work would be easier; but every State, every county, and
almost every locality has its own pectiliar manifestations.

This diversity of the.problem is accompanied by an equal if not
greater diversity of opinion. Recently I sent out a questionnaire to
try to discover just what leaders in my section of the State were
thinking. I was after opinion and I got It. It is true that -there
was some agreement, but in certaiti phases the diffeiences equaled the
number answering. This is an ago of opinion, sometimes sympathetic
and rational, often not. It is characteristic of the day that a large
per cent of the people wham we meet will talk fluently and know-
ingly upon rural life with a strong assurance that they could give
solutions for all of its problems.

These circumstances emphasize the need of reliable scientific data,
for which there are at present two or threasources. As far as it goes,
the census is helpful for beginnings and for general conclusions. The
report of the Country Life Commission has served a. splendidbpurposo
ih directing the attention of people, in a large way, to the problem,
but it is interesting to note.Viat their recommendation of a careful
survey has gone the way of many of their other conclusions. A third
source of information Bee in the large number of articles that have
appeared in newspapers, magazines, and4eports during the last four
sears.. Most of these sre general and sometimes sensational in char-
acter, but often one finds discussions and deseriptiOns of real value.

14,



'long- distance and general. We have been superficial, opinionated,
and unscientific long enough. Now we need facts. We have about

RURAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS. ' 17

TfIE NEED FOR SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

What strikes one most is that alf the information which we have is

:I passed through the period of publicity. Politicians, newspapers,
and magazines have -performed their function of calling attention to
the problem. In order to make the best progress, we are in need of
a new spirit in. investigation. The high schools have done a real
service to education in resisting uniformity. In Minnesota they are
absolutely free to-day to develop courses in line with the needs of the
communities, and this does not apply simply to occupational differ-
ences, but also to differing phases Of work in the same occupation.
One agricultural comm4ty may need a considerably different kind
of instruction from its iTeighboring community. To determine the
kind' of course; to know what and how to teach, local data are
necessary.

The schools in all their activities are to be the real forces for solving
rural problems. Those responsible for their development must know
rural conditions, and cold, wet, hard facts must be the basis upon
which to build.

If the farmer is hard to investigateand we shouldn't res him
if ho were notthe is often still harder to convince; but is vulner-
able when in the face of datathat are correct and to t point. The
hard facts of life make him suspicious of general statementsso
many times his own experience flatly contradicts the generalization.
I am indebted to Prof. -Andrew Boss for the following statement,
which so well illustrates what I am trying to say:

Since 1902 the Minnesota Experiment Station has woformed a valuable service in
I e

l'

NV
securing data on the cost of producing farm crops in Minnesota. The method fol-
lowed has been to employ route statisticians who are stationed in the representative
agricultural districts and who visit t arms daily, getting a complete record of the
equipment, labor, products, and ethods of operations, and the disposition of the
crops. Reports are made to the c tral office where the data are brought together in
comparative form, in this way giving a fairly good representation of conditions which
apply to the whole State.

The results of the investigations bring out clearly the fact that accurate information
on the economic or business side of fanning is badly needed. Bad pmcticearare fol-
lowed for the simple reason that the farmerecan not determine which are the paying
enterprises. Minnesota Bulletin No. 117 gives the coot of producing various cereal
crops and discusses different phases of the farm business. Comparison of the coati
tables included shows th' impossibility of making a satisfactory profit from producing
low-valued crops on high-priced land, and emphasizes the importance of not only
highly intensified production, but of economy in the operation of the farm.

In a study of the coat of milk production (Minnestta Bulletin No. 124), it is foubd
that Minnesota farmers made a very small profit, if any, on their cows. To pay for the
cost of feed, labor in caring for them, and interest on the investment; a cow must give
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5,000 pounds or more of milk a year, and produce at least 225 to 240 pounds of butter
fat. Better cows give higher profits and will replace the poorer ones, as soon as the
farmers know the facts in the case. While the general practice of farmers is probably
nearly corgi/1k, it is impo&dble to determine the profitable enterprises or methods of
farming without the exact data and an analysis of the farmer's business, and the data
secured through the investigations of the experiment stations are being largely used
in many places astasic facts in dttermining farm profits.

SOME QUESTIONS FOR THE LOCAL SURVEY.

To suggest what may or should be done by men in charge of public
schools let me outline a possible case. A school happens to be located
in an uninteresting, commonplace part of the State. Influences are
stirring which demand a redirected course. All at once u new and
heavy task is placed upon the man in charge. Ile has read, perhaps,
much that has been written about the new agriculture and its possi-
bilities, but the best thing for him to do is to go out and get acquainted.
with his field. He should undertake to find out answers to the follow-
ing questions:

1. How many students has he who have come direct from the farm?
2. What per cent of his graduates came direct from the farm?.
3. How many have returned to the farm ?

-4. What effect has this upon rural leadership ?
5. How many of the rural teachers in his area were trained in his

school?
6. What are they teaching?
7. How mtich education do average farm boys and girls get ?
8. Wherein does it lack in training them for their particular work?

t 9. What kind of homes do they live in ?
10. How many hours a day and (lays in a year do they work at

farm labor?
11. What particular advantages and disadvantages do they have V
12. What are their neighborhood pastimes ?
13. Do they put thought into their labor, or is it largely routine?.
14. What proportion of the farmers are tenants?
15. How many are carrying mortga. "MiWhy ?
16. What is the average size of farms?
17. What method of farming is most in evidence?
18. What kinds,of books do farmers keep?
19. Are they fairly paid for their work?
I am suggesting such a survey in order to get the leaders in real

touch with the problem. He Will be a dullard indeed who eim not
see a big field opening up which will be its own cause for redirected
energieL

In the case just outlined I have Suggested a detailed survey to be
cartied put by the local superihtendent of schools. Now I want to
suggest 'larger field with the county as the area considered.
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A definite plan should b id out with the idea of learning all the
main facts. As-one getal in the investigation, various lines will
suggest themselves. Maps and charts -should le made showing
graphically drainage, cultivated areas, grain products, live stock,
creameries, schoolhouses, churches, etc. One of the first studies should
involve the efficiency of the school system and its relation to the prob-
lem. This should be followed with social and economic investiga-
tions. A survey of farm buildings, together with sanitary conditions
in house, dairy, wells, etc., shoilld be inelVded. Farming methods,
marketing facilities, roads, labor, organizations, should receive
attention. An important phase that needs serious consideration is
whether the farmer is really nicking a fair wage. Long hours; child
labor, home products, lack of account keeping, horse labor all
complicate this particular investigation.

It will be objected that such studies will not be of sufficient value
for their trouble and expense. I believe that actual touch with the
problem will give a new impetus to the workers that will result in
much more effective organization and. adaptation to the needs. 'A
large portion of the data can he obtaine(1 through county efficers,
physicians, bankers, and others in touch with the county. Still more
can be obtained by visitation and inquiry. A series of afternootrand.
evening Meetings in the schoolhouses will he mutually helpful.

I am not certain that such survey,: will be carried on very exten-
sively, but I am certain that they would be very valuable and that
the agencies doing the work would begin to see the solution to some
of the problems now confronting us. If we are going to lie loaders in
rural betterment, we have got to be in real touch with the actual
work, and the prosecution of such surveys would certainly acitGaint
us with the field. As I pee it, the whole matter merely. reduces the
problem to scientific, accurate statement, which means, of ,course, a
long step toward the solution.

Briefly to summarize my proposition, if we are to get at the heart
of the problem and develop effective instruction, we must realizd its
diversity, Sii0- must have close -range chit:avec must gain a Impathetic
acquaintance with the men and conditions of the farm.
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III. THE PROI5ER EQUIPMENT OF AN AGRICULTURAL HIGH
SCHOOL.

By D. 0. BAETO, --......_____
huirudor in Secondary School A driculture, UniveTaity of illinoio, Urbana.

The agricultural studies of such a high school as I understand we
' are to consider under this topic may be classified under these divi-

4. sions:
b 1. A study of the soil.
2. A study of the plant and field-crop production.

y3. A study of garden and orchard crops.
4. Studies in the breeding, feeding, and care of domestic animals.
5. A study of the principles and methodvof dairying.
6. A study of farm mechaoics.
7. A study of landscape architecture. .

iPossibly few, if any, high schools will feel at the.outset that they i

can compass this whole field of agricultural work, but there is noth-
ing named in this list of divisions that is not of vital importance to
the business of farming. Indeed, the list of subjects that might
properly be included in the agricultural training of the boy who is
to be a farmer: is far from complete.

Since wise management of the soil is fundamental to every form
of'successful agriculture, I would place special emphasis on the work
of this division of the course to the end that those who till the soil
shall understand,its physical and to some extent) its chemical com-
position, and shall know how and why soils differ from each other,
as well as the way in which these soils are cifigified and named.
They should be taught the impoltant characteristics of these lioils
and the best methods of handling them to secure the most satisfac-
tory results in growing crops.

...., This leads up to the immensely,interesting and important studies
of moisture relations of the soil and the means of controlling them;
aeration of the son, how it is secured and why it is necessary; and
soil temperature, and what tlwfarmer may do to influence this im-
important factor in crop production.

The study of soils furnishes work in the laboratory and in the field,
and the school equipment should make suitable provision for both,

'In schools having good laboratories for physics and chemistry it
may be possible to utilize one or both of these rooms though a
separate room is. much bettersnd some of the apparatus used.in
teaching physics and &el:111847'40d not be duplicated, perhaps, for

90. / .
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the soil work. In this laboratory there should be a supply of run-
ning water and gas ror each student's desk. One compound micro-
scope and analytical balance, or more, according to the size of the
class, ought to be provided, besides the hand magnifiers -for each
student and scales of the Harvard trip or similar pattern. Appa-
ratus for collecting samples of soils, an oven for drying these soils,
tubes for making various determinations with regard to soil moisture,
Bunsen burners, crucibl , stands, beakers, tubing, and soil ther-
mometers should be incttided.

A SCHOOL MUSEUM.

For the study of plants and crops in division 2 of the suggested
classification, the laboratory should contai,n an abundance of care-
fully selected and prepared specimens of farm crops, especially of
those crops grown inthat community, and of the weeds that are most
common and troublesome. As far as possible these specimens should
show the whole plant, roots and tops, with matured blossoms or
seeds. Sheaves of the different cereals and grasses may be gathered
by the pupils. These will not only serve as material'for class study,
but they will make very attractive and appropriate wall decorations
for the agricultural classroom. A bill of potatoes with the tubers
attached to the stems and showing the root system of the plant, all
placed in a large glass vessel and immersed in some preservative
solution like formalin, is an object of ON\ interest and instructive
value to students. The gathering and saving for observation and
study of specimen plants of unusual merit and of those that are in
any way abnormal is a practice which should be encouraged among
students of kgriculture and which will do much to develop keen-
ness of observation and thoughtfulness.

Of course this laboratory should be well stocked with specimens
of si.os of farm crops of all classes and varieties that are or miglAt
be grown in that district. The specimens should be carefully labeled:
Convenient and practical appliances for seed testing are an importan
part of this outfit.

Samples of the various commercial fertilizers on the market should
be kept with a statement of the chemtej analysis of each. There
should also be ample provision for growing crops both indoors and
outside, in various kinds of soils, and conditions of culture. I
believe that every high school teaching agriculture should have a
glass house properly, heated, where plants thay be grown and studied
during that portion of the year when the climate will not permit
the work to be carried on outside. Such a house, whielf is not nec-
essarily very expensive, is really indispensable to thorough work iii
this division of an agricultural course. Where there is no glass house,
considerable work in growing .plants may often be done in the win-
sdows of the sohoolpoOio.
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THE gQI:trPMENT FOR OUTDOOR WORK.
4-

A very necessary part of the equipment of an agricultural school
is land. how much is desirable for school work is another question.
I think a serious mistake is frequently made b schools in attempting
to handle so much land that. this part of the work becomes a burden.
I believe that small plats worked with care and accuracy are of much
more educational value than larger artas where part of the wq'k is
done by some (Hie not connected with the school. So far as I know
the most satisfactory school work in this division of agricultural
study that has been done is at the Ontario Agricultural College,
Guelph, Canada, under the direction of Prof. Lavitz, where the plats
are one square rod IA area and the work is done mainly by the students.

Under division 3 of the outlined classification the work can be
done.injthe main with the same equipment as that already discussed.
In addition to this there should be a small spraying apparatusthe
one-barrel size is .effective and not costlyand arrangements for
mixing the different spFaying mixtures. Also material and equip-
ment should be provided for pruning, budding, and grafting, and
for potting, layering, and setting of smaller plants.

Every. school should have grounds where as many kinds of fruits,
large and small, as experience has shown can be safcly.grown in that
section, can be raised. - Every home ought to have a good garden.
Few do have. This is an important field for the agricultural school
to develop. ,llotbods and cold frames are nqt expensive or difficult

ake or manage. They should have a place on every farm.
Unlike some of the other work, their use comes while the schools are
in session.

INSTRUCTION I ANIMALITSI3ANDRY THROUGH POULTRY RAISING.

The equipment for work in animal husbandry will probably seem
to many schools somewhat more difficult to provide. In the study of
the larger domestic animals pictures, charts,. models, and manikins
can be used to excellent advantage. Farm animals can usually be

rrowed from farmers near the school. But in addition to this there
uld be some personal handling and care in breeding and feeding.

To can hardly be (lone unless the school owns the animals. I think
that 'oultry is the most available and suitable.of animals for this
purpos and that its use possesses so many valuable features that
poultry robably soon become standard school equipment for
instruction in animal sAlipltes.

These. are sufficient reasons why the.publie schools should concern
ithemselves with this branch of agriculture. Poultry is kept in pray

tically every home the country and smaller towns and in very
many limes in large oities. Poultry keeping.is growingin popularity
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everywhere. It appeals to young and old alike, to people or wealth
as well as to those with little or no means. Its products are coming
more and more into demand as a result of tbegreater attention paid
by the public to the questions of pure food and the cost of living. Add:
.to these circumsfanceS the considerations that an equipment for lian-;.
(fling and teaching potltry culture dok not require a large invsstment
of money and need not occupy much land; that it is not dtpendent
upon climatic or seasonal conditions as are most other kinds of agri-
cultural work; -and that it may be made self-supporting or even a
source of profit if properly managed. All these are further reasons
why poultry deserves consideration as an educational asset.

Furthermore, the principles of animal breeding and of feeding
apply equally to horses, cattle, sheep, svipe, and to poultry, while the
rapidity with which poultry multiplies and the shortness of time
required for its development make it specially well suited for courses
in animal studies. t *Quid make one or more pens of well-bred
chickens a part of the outfit of an agriculturil school. .

Every farm home should know how to handle and care for milk and
its products. The school sbould be equipped with a milk tester,
separator, and churn. If I were teaching in a high school I would try "

'to rent or bbrrow one or more cows, care for them on or near the
school grounds, and teach by actually doing. I know this entails any
amount of work. I know it means a complete revolution in many
respects of present customs and traditions of the public school, but
these changes must come, and here and there have come, to meet the
changed conditions. 4

The necessity for modern machinery and mechanical constructions
on the farfa to-day..is so fully recognized, and the amount of money
invested for. these is so great that no argument should be needed to
support a claim for including some provision for instruction in farm
mechanics. Even a careful study of the catalogues of manufacturers .
of farm implements, to the end that the students may become
acquainted with he appliances now used in working good- farm
would be time well sperit. In many instances I am confident that
manufactuyers, or local agents, would gladly lend a-school machinery
for study, just as it is now -lent to agricultural colleges. I would have
some equipment for'teaching farm drainage, sewer construction, venti-
lationof buildings, and farm sanitation. I would have models of farm
buildings, fences, feeding racks, and things of that sort, together with
equipment.for giving instruction in- cement construction. A few
years ago one of the students at the University of Illinois was asked
what he got out of his course in landscape architecture and replied,
" Ihave learned not to hang the doles line in the front door yard."
This much, at least, the high school can teach. PictFes of attractive
homes, schools, and other public buildings, with stud and discussion

ti 1
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of the features in their setting which add to or detract from their
beauty, are easily obtained and may be made quite effective.. An
acquaintance with the trees, shrubs, vinesi and other decorative
plants that can be safely used for .planting in the latitude of die
school may be acquired from a few specimens on the school grounds
and in the vicinity.

I have said nothing thus far about' the-library of works on agri-4,
culture and of reference books and publiCations that should always
be a vital part of the school equipment and always in active use.
Nor have I mentioned what I consider the most important and help-
ful part of the whole equipmentan interested, hearty, and enthusi-
astic support of and participation in all this agricultural work by the
patrons of the school. The experience and judgment of these resi-
dents should be of the highest value in directing and giving weight to
the instruction, and their participation in the work of the school

- should result in a welding of interests and sympathies between home
and school which would be the richest and strongest asset in the whole
equipment of the agricultural secondary school.

Is. there a question, Who is to get this-tquipment for the schools ?
-and howl I think that rests mainly with the man befiind the desk.

DISCUSSION.

After Prof. Barto's paper on the subject "Proper equipment for
teaching agriculture in secondary schools" had been presented, Prof.
D. J. Crosby, of Washington, D. C., opened the discussion is follows!

PROF. CRO8BY.Fortunately I have not prepared a paper on this
subject. If I had I should probably go over a good deal of the ground
that Mr. Barto has covered in his very excellent-discussion of the
equipment for teaching agriculture. He has covered the ground
excellently for the public high-school equipment, and has covered it
in considerable detail.

I hope, however, that Prof. Barto will pardon me if I drop a word
of warning here and there and make one or two suggestions from notes
that I took while he Was talking. One of the words of warning is with
reference to the making and using of collections 9f farm crops, seeds,
-and other materials that are brought together by teachers of agri-

,culture in the public high schools, without Sufficient provision for
taking care of them for future use. It is a vcry,easy matter to got
together a lot of hay and graiii and seeds and soils and other Wings
like that, but if you were to go into a room where these collections
have been brought together, and see them jumbled together in an
indiscriminate mass, as I have seen tkein,a number of times, without
anybody knowing where anything is, knd without anybody being able
to use what is there, you would be convinced with me, I believe, that
it is better. not to. have quite so ma p3r,gp llectio a and have them in 4
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better shape. So I think it. is well to emphasize the importance of
following such methods of mounting and labeling collections. as
Montgomery has worked out in Nebraska andothers have worked out
elsewhere, requiring the use of, flasks, bottles, cans, lantern-slide
mounts, Hiker mounts, and various other devices for mounting and
preserving seeds, grains, insects, and other specimens, so that they
will not be destroyed and will always be convenient for use.

The use of land is a question, I think, that puzzles more teachers
of agriculture than any other one problem contonting them, and I.
fully agree with Prof. Barto that there is danger of having too much
landentirely too much hind. I recently saw some land put to
pretty good, usesat one of the high schools in Los Angeles, Calthe
Gardena Agricultural High School. Los Angeles has seven or eight
high schools, each one of which gives three or four courses and special.
izes in one of them. At the gardens High School, for example, the
nipil calf get four years of Latin, three years of Spanish, three of
German, three of French, and all the general scholastic courses, but
the agricultural course is the one emphasized. The other high schools
of Los Angeles are also teaching agriculture, but without petting the
emphasis on the subject that the pardena schM4 does.

The Gardena Agricultural High School has a 14irm of 14 acresa
pretty large farm for a city high school. 'Two and one-half acres of
this land is in trial gardens, used as their name indicates, to try out
all sorts of semitropical and tropical vegetables and fruits, just far
enough to bring them. to maturity and see whether they will do well
in that vicinity. To a certain extent it is an experiment station for
this school and for this region. Many of the things they are owing.
there the boys have never seen before. It is an education for them.
There% also a tiial rd where they are trying out marious grapel-
vines, to ascertain which are the best in quality and which the most
profitable. They also have atrial °Miami for tree fruits, and plats of
alfalfa. .

belibve that all of the land used for school purposes should be put
upon a trial basis, an educational basis. I do not believe, for example,
t11%. we want to have individuaLgardens merely for the sake of raising
plants; we need to inject the experimental idea into it, or the contest.
idea, perhaps, to see which boy can raise the most and the best suc-
cession of garden vegetables for the table, running throughout the
year. Put it on a contest basis, so that the boy wile, comes from
working in the garden all his life will not feel that he is beiirg forced
out upon the land to do things that ho knows perfectly well how to do,
and without any reason being given for it. If he is engaged in some
contest or some experimental work ho will take a. hoe and do all the
weeding and thinning "that is required, without any feeling of revolt.
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or opposition, but if he is sent out in the garden merely to weftl peas
or onions or to thin beets he will find some fault.

One. very necessary bit of farm equipment, it seems to nutria a small
nursery of seedlings 'Tor educational work-for budding, for grafting.
for transplanting, and work like thatand I think that the experi-
mental work for the nursery ought to start right from the, putt ing of
the apple seeds, or whatever are raised, into the plats, and extend from
that point on to the finished tree ready for transplanting, for gran lug,
or putting into the orchard.

In the animal-husbandry work of public high schools I believe we
shall have to depend for the majority of our equipment upon the
farms in the vicinity of the school, and make trips to them to study
typical animals, typical herds, typical flocks, and ttp-to-date equip-
ment. It is possible, as Prof, Barto has pointed out, to have sonic
poultry, principally to carry on some experiments for children, and
to explain and demonstrate the use of incubators, brooders, aiW. all

' that, but we have not yet developed a resident corps of teache^ho
are at the school all the year around, and we shall have to look out for
the time in summer when there is no school, and.make some piovision
for taking care of our equipnient during that time.

In connection with our animal-husbandry trips, I think we should
not neglect to visit the butcher shop for the information that the
butcher can give us concerning the different cuts of meat and their
prices; nor should we omit the creamery, the dairy barn, and other
like places. If any of you were present this morning in the associa-
tion which was discussing farm management, you will recall that it
is considet-ed a very essential part of their work to get out and see
what the successful farmer is actually doing.

Along with whatever other equipment wemay have for our work in
animal husbandry, we should not forget the score cards, the record
-forms, the Calipers, and tapes for meftsming cattle, and the other
necessary things that gq along with &complete outfit for the informa-
tion and education of the boys.

I was glad that Prof. Barto mentioned the matter of farm mechanics
and I would include in farm mechanics not only the study of farm
machinery, but this thing thit is variously called manual training.
mechanic arts, etc., in most of the schools that are teaching agriculture.
I think we are in urgent need of some good pioneer who Will devise a
workable system of farm mechanics fcfr the carpenter shop and the
forge shop in agricultural schools.

I have recently visited one teacher of manual training in a so- called
agricultural school, and said, "What are you doing for the boys who
are going back on the farm, those that are taking the agricultural
eoursei" have mune work for them on power machin-
ery, gasoline engines, etc.," and then added "I want to show you,'?
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and he took me to a show room' where there was a case containing
all the different kinds of joints that he could possibly devise. Point-
ing to the case, he said,." It took us six months to go over that, series
of exercises: lie then pointed with pride to a collection of.patterns
representing the ordinary output of a foundry. I asked, "How
many of-your-boys are going to have foundries on their farms ?" Hid
reply was, "Well, it is interesting for them to know how these things
are done." We waste entir4y too much time in our agricultural
schools on things that simply "interest the boys."

Let us compare such work with the farm mechanics' work in the
manual training department of the Gardena Agricultural High School.
In the seventh and eiklult grades their work does not differ very
much from the ordinary training work in the village or city schpols,
but in the high school iz is real film mechanics; it is constructive
work. The necessary shopwork consists largely in making models
of fences, gates, barn frames, an other things that are used
the farm, but they do-as little of that work as possible. Th
always plenty to do around the schbol that is of a practical and
stantial character and along the lines of construction work. For
example, they put up potting §heds at the greenhouse, a pd two
lath houses to shade the citrus seedlings; they make concrete tile
and put in their irrigating system; they put up fences, and in fact did
anything and every t hing connected with the work on the farm. When'
I was there they were constructing a house for a gas plant connected

with the school, and the school board that has charge of school
had made an appropriation for a barn to shelter their horses and
store their forage. This barn is *1St to he put up by contract, but
the board will furnish whatever carpenters are nettled, two Or three
or four carpenters one carpenter to each squad of four or five
boys, so' that these boys who are taking 'the agricultural courses
will actually put up a farm barn under expert supervision. Now,
we shall not he able to put up buildings all of thq time in connection
with public high schools, but I think we can give much more attention
than we have been giving heretofore to king the manual training
work the kind of work that will at least it striae and demonstrate
theprincipleit that, the boys will put into operation when they do go
out upon the farm to engage in their life work. To such boys this
kind of work is of greater practical value than foundry or machitte
shop work, and it is just as educational.



IV. THE SMITH'S AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL AND AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS.

By R. W. STIMSON,

Agent for Adricullurai Education, Sone Board of Education, Barron, Mato

The Smith's Agricultural School, at Northampton, has 100 acres
of land. In 1908-9 it_was the only,arocational agricultural school in
the State; so that some ofjthe boys who wanted secondary training
in agriculture had to come from a distance arid live away from home.
Even now, we have the problem there of making practical the instruc-
tion of the boys who come from a distance and who have to be
initiated into the mysteries of the school.

Among thosesmysteries is the problemthe insolv )1e problem I
fearof trying to make an agricultural school show ifofit. do
not know that I can better illustrate educational experience in this
regard than by referring to the experience ofBooker 1'. Washington,
who says that a great industrial school, like Tuskegee, or any school
that tries to be thoroughly practical, is always getting up to a level
where it can show a profit, but never getting above it. The moment
a boy can show a profit from his acquire skill, it is your duty to 1ej,,.
him go. The mean is always somewhere down below the level of
profit.

Lam unaware of any institution which has been able to show a
financial profit in connection with its total educational activity, and
I have very little hope that such a profit will be shown very soon.
If you do show a profit, you do it by an independent labor staff, as
at the Smith's school. Here the independent labor staff carries out
the processes taught by the school; and from time to time, when the
instruction of the boys from .a distance requires it, we put those boys
into the places of the regular staff. They are given the real thing,
but they are given it only from time to time. We do-not depend
upon them entirely for the drork of the school.

Moreover, we insist that the.students,Ailear out in the summer time,
that they go out on farms, that they go back to their own farms to
work, or to other good farms, where they shall be Under, absolutely
economic conditions. In agriculture, just as in machine-shop work,
you need to put the boy into the economic bath; you need to plunge

litim into it up to his eyes, and keep him there long enough for him
to gain the benefit to be derived from actual economic experience.
You need to put. him in "all over," and the sooner you get him in
"all over" the better. You need to see to it that during his schooling
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the boy shalt be engaged in real farming long enough and earnestly
enough to develop those real powers of discrimination which ought
to be exercised hi determining on graduation whether or not he should
go out to he a farmer. If he can not get up at 4 o'clock in the morning
on the farm that requires it; if he can not stand dairying; if he can
not st and the kind of work required for success in the'sort of farming
he thought he would like to follow, then he ought not to be a farmer.
He is starting out in the wrong direction, and the uicker he finds
this out, the better it will be for him. The best th g you can do
for him is to put h Hight up against the real thing, and then let him
determine whether .) has made the proper selection of a calling. In
this way, if farming of what he is fit for, he can change before it is
too late. We try t u the boys up against the real thing at. the
school itself, so far as its eqiliinent and work will permit.

Fortunately, most of our boys have lived near enough to enable
them to live and work at home during the school year, and part of
the others have been secured jobs on farms near by, with the privilege
of attending the school. The work of the school has been organized
and conducted primarily for the benefit of such boys. Of course, we
used our common sense and did not duplicate equipment that was
right at hand, for the Smith's Agricultural School is within about 6
miles by trolley of the State Agricultural College. The school had a
herd of cows. I advised the trustees to sell that herd, and .iire sold
it, beiliuse I did not want our instructors lair our boys to be thinking
one single minute about school cows. I wanted them to think about
cows, and their profitable management on going farms. Those boys
who live at home and conic to school in the morning and go back at
night we have worked on their own cows.

We men had organized the 'Connecticut Valley Breeders' Associa-
tion, and had determined at the outset that we would never have a
discussion without a demonstration of the thing we were talking "
about. For example, we decided to discuss the choice of a male calf
for the improvement of a dairy herd, and we decided to have bull
calves for our demonstration that came from families whose producing
qualifies were well knownfamilies whose records had been kept.
It turned out that the only place we could

es was at the Massachusetts Ag u7
ld a demonstration with9c1

such calves t3olloge. We went
there And hold our meeting. In the midst of a demonstration of a
perfect Guernsey_ ull calf, whose dam and dam's sister were beside
him, both high record tows, and whose sire was known to be from
high-producing families, a young farmer saki in an)undertone: "He
ought to be a good one; thet ate owns him, and thiState feeds him.",
Every where there is a tendency to discount college-owned or school-
owned live stock and operations. If excellent, most farmers are
likely to. feel that a "barrel of money" from some easy source has.
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produced the result, that each a result-is beyond the reach of the man
who must depend upon his own farming for a living.

Our boys are given such benefits as are derivable in a practical
school from judging and scoring State7owned live stock, but we take
the boys to the State college for this part of their training. Our
major effort is to deal with animals and operations which are parts
of the equipment and work of actual going-farm-enterprises. To
this end we are going to have our boys build a model dairy barn
and bring in for a test period one cow from each farmthe home
farm of the boys. The dairy school for boys from a distance will then
be run during three months of the winter. We are going to agree
with the fathers of the boys as to a proper return for the use of the
animals thus furnished for the three months' period. We will share
with them the profits; or, fur that matter, the bargain mould be *a
good one if they were given all the profits. Under this plan every
cow tested will be part and parcel of an economic farming proposition;
she will represent some farmer's money and some farmer's judgment.
If she is found to be returning a profit,: well and good; if she is not
returning a profit, the best possible service that can be rendered the
owner is to let him know that she is a losing proposition.

Our boys put out 500 apple trees on a permanent., semipermanent,
and filler plan this last spring; they dehorned, pruned, grafted, and
sprayed' old apple trees; they put out 3,000 forest trees of four
different varieties; some of them have built poultry houses, and the
others are working on their poultry houses now. They have fitted
up. a model horse stable. In short, in everything we do we try to
croate permanent improvements and to practice profitable methods.

I
Aall phases of our vocational education in Massachusetts, we are

hasizing the fundamental importance of " productive work."
a boy a stake to work for that will stimulate him to accom-

plish what you desire him to accomplish. Some of our boys need to
be earning something. They need to be pulling their own weight in
the family boat. Home farm worknot everything any year, but
something every year" directed by the schoolwe believe' to be the
best means to this end. I do not myself have very much confidence
in work on little school plats for boys over 14 years old. I do not
believe we have-a right to calf a boy back from a home farm to work
on a small school plat during the summer. If we have work at the
school, let us hive 'hot a plat but an acre, and raise a crop worth
marketing. Let us conduct our operations in Such a way as to teach
the boy the ,benefit of applying the best method's under extensive
field conditions, by showing-him a good-profit produced by his faithful
and carefully directed efforts. :

I know there is a difference of opinion. here. There are many
things we can learn from demonstration plate; in their proper place

J
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they are essential, particularly with reference to methods or crops
that are purely experimental and should be tried out first in a small
way. But it seem; to me that in this secondary school 'work we
should direct our attention mainly, not to experimental work, but
to demonstrating what have proved to ')e "dead sure things" some-
where under farming conditions like those- in our vicinity.

The results of our observations have 1, '1 us to put forward this
method for the development of our agricultural school movement
throughout the State. Wherever there is a community or a group of
towns wanting our assistance in the building up and mhintaining of
such a school, we say: "We will advise you as to buildings, equip-
ment, and land; and the State will pay half of the expense of main-
taining the school if you keep it up and run it in accordance with
methods which we can approve:" We have adopted the plan of
what we call "approval in advance." At the end of a given year
we go over the plans and if we find any mistakes, we correct them
before we make our arrangements for the next year. If we can
"approve in advance" we will help.to support the work.

But the thing we are pinning our faith to, gentlemen, is the man
the man out among the farmers and among the farmers' boys, in
what we cell vocational agricultural departments. We,. working
with the local authorities, pick a man, put him in a high school and
require him to give all of his time to 'agriculture and nothing else.
We surround him with an advisory committee of five of the best
local fa mers. We tell him to ..Ake a three moths' vacation, not in
the snm er but in the winterJanuary, February, and March.

Why o we give him so much vacation? In some States you
require un to devote 11 months of the year to the work. Well, we.
want a permanently progressive teaching staff in our State in charge
of our agricultural work, and a man can not always be lifting himself
by his own boot straps. If he has a liberal vacation at that time of
the year, he can go to any one of the various agricultural colleges and
take a special course at a time when the professors are at home.. He
can thus renew his energy and his knowledge. lie can bring himself
up to date. no can get freshened up and come back in the spring
full of vigor,animation, and enthusiasm for the work of the ensuing
year. ,

Another thing: We are now working for the 1912' crop in all our
agricultural school work in the-State of Massachusetts. Not general
and deferred values, but values local, individual, and immediate are
our aim. Now, we may talk peanuts 4ri the South, or citrous' fruits
in California, or sugar beets. in Micligan, or cotton in Mississippi, or
sugar cane in Louisiana, or tobacco in Kentucky. It will all be
ihtoresting, very interesting; and somewhere along the line we ought .
to talk of these things because of their broadening influence. Sy&

J
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study gives dignity and horizon to the calling. But after all we
must get right down to thi3 boy's farm and that boy's farm, deal
with conditions as each boy in the school kn,pws them,to exist on his
own farm. If we dealt largely with school grains and school crops,
if we dealt with silos and fertilizers, if we dealt with breeds and breed-
ing or feeds and feeding, if we dealt Ath general principles only, we
might almost as well he dealing with peanuts, and citrons fruit,
tobacco,. cotton, and sugar cane. We must get our general prin-
ciples clearly into the minds of the boys. But we must show them;
after they have mastered these general principles, thit we can apply
our teaching through our practical and progressive instructors to the
particular conditions as they exist on the individual home farms of
the boys themselves.

Two men got. on my train the other-day- at Hornell, N. Y. They
had rifles and they jad ammunition. Their real sport would 1;egin
when they began to get their eyes on the birds. If you want a meal
of game and do not get your eye on the bird,. you go hungry. The
bird we are getting our eye on is not birds in general, but tile par-
ticular bird. After generalizing, finally; if we succeed in our work,
we mast get down to the particular bird, to John's farm, on which,

sr in 1912, he wants to grow an acre of corn and get from that acre of
corn his school clothes and as much more of .profit as he can Make
that acre produce.

I must not talk very much longer. In closing, let me only' add
that there is one other great merit in this high-school agricultural
department proposition, and that is its flexibility. If you cad( not
do anything noteworthy at a given schiml, or if you get the wrong
man,-an, or if people lose courage, and you have to withdraw your effort
in one,locality, you have no buildings lo rot down, you have no equip-
ment to rust out. You can simply transfer your effdrts and State
aid somewhere else, still hoping to come back at a later day with a
better man and woo your maiden once more.

1.

a.



V. THE UNPREPARED TEACHER OF AGRICULTURE EN HIGH
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OF .EDUCATION.

By A. V. STORM,
Profesoer of A piculttiral Education, Iowa Stale college of Agriculture and Mechanic .Arts, A mg', Iowa.

This question is not one of my owu choosing, but has been assigned
me; mil. would I have selected it had it been left to my choice. How-
ever, I am willing to discuss it because it leads to the consideration
of questions that are pertinent at this CIO. At the outset I wish
to say that' do not wish to be circumscribed too closely by the
wording of the topic, limiting as it does the charge of unprepared-
ness to teachers ItiP agriculture in secondary schools ,and colleges

.of education. While it is highly appropriate that we should give
special attention to the proper preparation of those who are to
teach agriculture in secondary sehools and colleges of education,
let us not lose sight of the groat mount of unpreparedness on the
part of many of ,their colaborers, especially iJat the colleges apd uni-
versities, nor of the other feFt that the unprepared in akrietlture
are found in other educational positions than those of high schools
and colleges of education. '

There are perhaps two reasons why we see so clearly this unpre-
paredness in the-teaching of agriculture in high schools and colleges
of education, while we have so long (been blind to a similar u9prp-
paredness in the teaching of other college subjects. The first is

,1 the newness of agriculture as a subject in the public school cur-
riculum; being new and hence more or less of an interloper among
the already numerous fun-grown and respectable members of the

'educational social circle, it is scrutinized with the greatest circum-
spection to be quite sure that it i,s entitled to recognition; and, as .41
many of our social groups of to-day, the one seeking admission
Lust show far better credentials to get in than many of those already
in must show in order to stay there. .however, this is not a mjs-
fortune,f for the more carefully the friends 9f agricultural education
guard its fitness for entrance into the curriculum, the more slifial
will be its achievements and the more helpful its career.

The second reason why we challenge the unpreparedness of,these
teachers of agriculture and raise no voice against that of certain
other teachers is because of a difference in the standitids of pre-
paredness. There are university and college professors holding
positions of influence who, frop their moral and personal . habits,

38
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are unfit to stand before younriben and women. I know of no
greater unfitness than this. I do not know what your position
may be; but as for me, no 'man can possibly know enough about the
subject matter to compensate for his lack of moral worth if he is to
stand before my boy or girl. Other men and women there are who are
-so weak in the pedagogy of their work that they remain in faculties
decade after decade to the contempt and loss of students untiimthe
scythe of Father Time or the purse of Father Carnegie relieves the
situation. Other men and women there are whose personality
makes it impassible for them to succeed, and yet, like those just
mentioned, they are saddled upon suffering students and then tied
in the saddle, there to remain until the pale horse and his rider shall
spirit thorn away. Why are these persons chosen to teach and
retained so long in their positions'? Because they know the subject
matter to be taught. And from What point of view ? From that
of the teacher? No; from that of the student, which is a vastly
different thing. The greatest incubus upon college teaching of
to-day is selecting for teaching positions and retaining therein those
who have only a student's knowledge of subject matter, and who
are 'without the other essential qualifications of a successful teacher.
Why is this so ? Three significant reasons appear: First, lack on the
part of those who select faculties of a proper appreciation of the
value of other qualifications in a teacher. Second, because it is so
easy to apply the student's scholarship standard. Third, because
of inadequate facilities for preparing arid testing out those who are
to teach. Further attention will be given, to these topics a little later.

A STANDARD OF VALUES FOR THE AdRICULTURAL TEACHER.

As I understand the purport of this topic, the criticism is directed
against teachers of agriculture in high schools and colleges of educa-
tion not because of their moral unpreparedness, their professional
unpreparedness, nor their natural unpreparedne-ss; but for their lack
of the knowledge of the subject matter to bo taught. That we may
have 'a sound'basis for discussion, let us establish some standards.
What are the flindamental characteristics that should 'mark every
teacher? First, moral character; second, fitness to teach; third,
general education; fourth, special education; fifth, wwifessional
education; sixth, pr,actice.

Moral character and aptnesi to teach we will not discuss, realizing
that they are equally essential to the rural teacher, the high-school
teacher, and the college prolessor, whether his work be in Greek,
medicine, animal husbandry, or pedagogy.

In addition' to these two, what shall be the standard preparation
of our teachers GI agriculture I It should. contain the same elements
whether he is to teach agriculture in fic,otuOry school, a highschool,
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a normal schooLor a college, and would Only differ in the propor-
1 tionate amount of each and the special adaptation to the particular

* kind of school.
That we may have a type and still be specific, let us consider the

proper preparation of one who is to teach agriculture in a high school,
representing as it does the most urgent denuuni now being made upon
institutions that are preparing agricultural teachers.

Besides (1) moral fitness and (2) natural fitness we have (3) general
edtication. A very valuable- and almost indispensable clement in-
general education is that which is entirely sepikated from schooling,
i. e., the education that comes from environment. For one who is to
teach agriculture successfully in a community where general farming
is practiced, not to have spent a goodly portion of Id-youth upon the
farm is a handicap that it is well-nigh impossible to overcome. To
this experience should be added a thorough training in the common
brafiches. Not such, however, as he is now receiving; the common
branch4 need a general purification and redirection that shall better

I adapt them to the needs of the elementary pupil. They need certain
algebraic kocesses applied to themsubtraction, addition, and
substittftion, of which the most difficult to apply is- subtraction.
After this elementary education in which the arithmetic, reading,
language, spelling, geography, etc., are better adapted to the past
experience and future need of the child, he should receive. a strong
high-school course of four years with the work distributed about as
follows: Mathematics, two and one-half years; English, three years
history and _civics, two years; science, three and one-half years;
foreign language, two years; electives, three years.

Though we may differ somewhat in the diStribution of this high-
school work, we shall probably. agree very toll up to this point; but
now the question arises whether the pupil shall take his advanced
work in a normal school or in an agricultural college. 'Die organiza-
tion of educational plants varies so much lin different States that it is
difficult to make an arbitrary decision that will seem to all persons
to be just; but after much investigation and consideration, r am
confident that the consensus on the part of tho le best prepared to
jtalge is that it is thtpurpose of the normal school to prepare teachers

...____./ For the elementary schools and that teachers for schools above thoge
of elementary grade should be preparedin colleges and universities.

I

Applying this to our situation, we must conclude:
First, that normal schools should give to all teachers some prepara-

tiokkii nature study and elementary agriculture. I

Second, that agricultafral colleges should prepare teachers of
agriculture for all institutions above the elementary schools, including
the normal school itself.

.

. ,
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What preparation shall our prospective high-school agricultural
teacher have in the college of agriculture ?

His preparation should be in four different lines: First, general;
second, technical; third, professional; fourth, practice.
4 His general preparation will be of two kinds. The first includes
such subjects as English, public speaking, economics, commonly
thought of as cultural subjects (though that nomenclature has about
lost its significance), and the so-called practical subjects (*mathe-
matics and the sciences which constitute the foundation for his
special work in agriculture. I wish to emphasizethe need of efficient
preparation -in English, public speaking, and economics as a most
practical preparatiok for the extension work which every high-school
teacher of agriculture should do among his constituents.

The courses in science should be strong enough to constitute a
good foundation for the student's special agricultural preparation
and should be sufficient to enable him to conduct the work in any of
the high-school sciences, such as botany, chemistry, zoology, physio- '
graphy, andyhysics. The value of having the teacher of agriculture
in charge of the science work in a high school is twofold; it enables
.many schools to have agriculture well taught., which otherwise could
not ap so, and at the same time the high-school sciences under these
circirmstances will be bdtter taught thanithey arc present. It is
far better to haze the high-school sciencCs taught by the agriculture
teacher than to have the plan mord common at present of having
agriculture taught by the science teacher.

The technical preparation of this high-school aff4culture teacher
should include the fundamental courses in all of the departments of
the agricultural college oi\division. His specialty should be agricul-
ture; not some one phase of agriculture. Any emphasis he places
on one subject more than upon another should be guided by these
principles: First, the greatest neAd of. his constituents; second, tile
adaptability to school-teaching conditions; third, fundamental and
underlying character of the subject matter.

Perhaps I may again say with safety, that so far, we may not
expect serious disagreement; but now we .come to ti point where we
may find some radical differences of opinion. If we are to judge by
a practice still quite common, there arb those who believe that te)t-th-
ers are born, and hence, need no making; who, while they believe in
all other kinds of culture, do not believe in teaching culture; who
think that a knowledge of 115 underlying principles and the best
prevailing practices in any department of human activity is neces-
sary to mark success in. that activity.except in the intricate, pro-
found,"and vital processes of teaching. But the most thoughtful do
apt take this view. They believe that one. who is to teach should
papers himself for that important duty by, adding, to his knowl-

,
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edge of the subject matter to be taught, a knowledge of the mind
.

to be taught, and of the principles and processes to be used in teach-
ing. Of what shall this preparation consist ?

The professional preparation of a teacher of agriculture in a high
school, or other institution above the elementary school, should 11
approximately as follows:

Psychology, with a special referern to adolescence, five or six
hours;

History of educatia, including especially the history of secondary
and industrial education, four hours; 6

Principles of education, five or six hours;
Principles of general method and the method of the recitation,

two hours;
Special methods of high-school subjects, especially methods applied

to the sciences and the industrial subjects, two hours;
School management, especially as applied to high schools and col-

. leges, two hours.
In addition to the professional preparation just outlined, there

should be the equivalent of frOm two to four hours' practice work in
the teaching of agriculture and general science subjects. This work
should preferably be given during the senior year. Lesson plans,
criticisms, and similar- details of teaching should
pany tI4 work. One prepared in this manner is ready to teach
agriculture in any grade of school or college, unless it be in some-of
the more technical advanced courses in the agricultural colleges, for
which he would need additional Work in that particular subject.

Having established in some measure a set of standards, let us next
ask how nearly we are 'approaching these standards at present. It
is well known to all present that a very small percentage of those
teaching . agriculture have had irny even approximately adequate
preparation for that work. The demand has come upon us too sud-
denly for us to have a sufficient supply of properly prepared teachers.
Our own institution at Antes cannot supply one-tenth of the demand,
and other institutions are probably equally embarrassed.

This, then, is the situation: We have definite standards and no men
who have attained to them. We also have A large and insistent
demand for teachers, and must furnish somebody. What shall we
do ? Shall we use all our efforts to prevent the teaching of agricul-
ture in schools until we can prepare the teachers 4 No, for three
reasons:

One we shall never have teachers, except for this demand; two,
more good will come from having it taught fairly well than not at
all; three, we can't stop it if we try.

So we must take the other alternative, 'which is:
. ,
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First, set all the machinery promptly into motion for the thor-
ough preparation of teachers; second, do everything possible to
improve the teachers already teaching; third, furnish the schools
with the best teachers we can in the meanwhile.

Let us treat these in reverse order: Whom shall we recommend
now ? I believe, of those available, we should select our candidates
in the following order:

First, those with natural ability, farm experience, and agricultural
,preparation, even though they have no professional preparation or
teaching experience.

SecOnd, those with natural ability, agricultural preparation, pro-
fessional preparation, and teaching experience.

Third, those with natural ability, farm experience, good science
preparation, and teaching experience.

Fourth, those with natural ability, farm experience, good science
preparation, and no teaching experience.

What can we do to improve those already teaching? A few will
discontinue teaching to prepare themselves fully. The summer
school, the teachers' normal institute or association, and the corre-
spondence course must do the rest. While the summer school has
appeared not to increase very rapidly in the recent past, yet I believe
it is destined to do a great work in the preparation of teachers for-
work in agriculture, especially for those who have the other essential
qualifications; including preparation in_ college science. As for this

. last class, summer schools of sufficient length and offering work of a
college grade will enable them to prepare to teach agricul+ure,success-
fully in a high school:,

The teachers' institute can furnish a point of view, some enthusi-
asm, some information, methods of work and devices, but can not
give that thorough knowledge necessary to the proppr teaching of
agriculture above the elementary school. The correspondence course
is more far-reaching as to numbers. It will be of inestimable value
to elementary teachers, especially those of the rural schools, and of
great value also to present science teachers who are trying to teach

--- without special agricultu-ral preparation, yet it is Only temporary
expedient so far as the preparation of any but elementary teachers
is concerned.

What shall we do for the thorough preparation of our teacher of
the future? Where shall he get his agriculture? Where his pro-
fessional preparation I Where his practice? Again, different condi-
tions in different States may make different plans seem most advisable.
The needs to organize the, work that the student in his four years'
college course may combine three into possibly four things, already
enumeratedgeneral education, agriculture, professional work in
paycholctgy and education, and, if possible, practice teaching.
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-Where shall these be given? Universities having a college or
department of education, a college of agriculture, and a secondary
school of practice may easily meet these demands by 0. reciprocal
relation among these departments. Colleges or universities having
departments of education but no agriculture can' meet the need by
establishing departments of agriculture, though to have these efficient
would require a greater outlay than most colleges of this class would
care to make. Colleges of agriculture unas.sociated with a college
or department of education can solve the problem by creating a
department of educatio many of them are now doing. In case
a Commonwealth has its normal school and university separate from
its agricultural college, it will be much wiser to create a department
of education in the agricultural college than a department of agri-
culture in the normal school or college of education, if for no other
reason than the great difference in the cost of establishing and main-
taining the duplicate agricultural plant.

If departments of education are established in colleges or divisions
of agriculture, sthat shall be the character of the work offered therein,
and what the preparation of the instructional force ? In my own
opinion the principles, processes, and facts of agriculture should be
taught in the regular agricultural college classes. The department
of education should have all of the work relating to the profession of
teaching, including the organization of these principles, processes,
and facts of agriculture into working systems suitable for use in the
schoolroom, .and should also have charge of the practice work of
students. -If this i9 true, it determines very largely the qualifications
of the instructional force in the department of education in such a
college.

The instructor must be educated to and experienced in the science
and at of teaching. lf, in addition to this, he could have equally
good preparation in the science and art of agriculture, the prepara-
tion would be ideal. But as such men are not now available, the
billy rational thing for the presen,,As to confine the agriculturist to
his agricultural last and the edukionist to his educational one. As
to the normal school, it is vital that the agrictiltural work therein be
taught by a man strongly and thoroughly prepared in agriculture.
With the amount of emploksis placed upon methods in all the other
work, the normal-school students need most the virile presentation
of agriculture from the practical encl.-scientific points of view. This
is to be obtained only by .a thorough course in an agricultural college.

It is even a more serious, because a more far-reaching, misforitne
to have agriculture taught in a normal school by a nonagriculttirally
trained teacher than it is to have the same subject so taught in a
high school. A
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I have in no measure given these topics complete treatment. I
have endeavored siniply to analyze the .situation and bring the
salient points into clear relief without elaborating upon them either
in the form of discussion or argument, thus making it possible to
spend more time in discussing such phases as appeal most to those
present. I 'trust the statements in this paper are sufficiently perti-
nent and positive to make discussion possible.



VI. WHAT IS BEING DONE TO PREPARE TEACHERS OF sEcomp-
ARY AGRICULTURE.

Be A. ('. MONAHAN,

A arivont in Rural Fducation, RIO., Bureau of Educatton, Washington, D. C.

At presentthe United States contents more than one hundred
special agricultural schools of secondary grade. These schools are
located in 17 different States, which support them in whole or in part.
In 1910, agriculture was taught as a separate subject in more or less
complete courses to more than 37,000 pupils in 1,800 public and 140
private .high schools. The figures are .taken from the reports sub-
mitted by these schools to the Bureau of Educaf. The 'number
of schools giving instruction in agriculture indicat

ss,
som- e measure

the demand for instructors qualified to teach this subject. In
larger measure the figures indicate the need for such tetchers.

It is . true that much of the instruction given in these schools is
very elementary and is of informational rather than of vocational
character. It is true also that in the majority of them the courses
are very brief. Better courses of a more practical nature, extending
over a greater length of time, and covering the subject in a more
thorough manner, would be given if competent instructors with
the proper training could be found/FaIlly as many high schools are
now giving four-year courses as are special agricultural schools, and
the courses given by them are as vocational in their character as the
courses given by the majority of the special schools. In California,
for instance, 12 high schools have agricultural departments in charge
of special agricultural teacherA. All these schools are supplied with
land for instructional purposes, varying from 3 to 27 acres in extent;
all have available laboratories, and several have greenhouses. Michi-
gan has 11 high schools with four-year courses in agriculture, each
taught by a graduate of the iblichigan Agricultural College. Massa-
chusetts, New York, Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota, Tennessee, and Vermont.
each have several such schools. One-or moremay be forbad in almost
every State in the Union.

Of the special agricultural schools and the 2,000 public and private
high schools teaching agriculture, only a very few besides the insti-
tutiqns giving four-year courses in this subject have instructors with
a college or. normal school training in scientific agriculture, whilt5 a
large percentage of the active 4eachers with this training have had no
training in psychology or pedagogy. Probably no one factor has had

41 --
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greater influence in retarding the introduc of substantial courses
in agriculture, in all- those high schools whose pupils are drawn in
large numbermam farming districts than the shortage of properly
qualified teachM. The demand for such teachers is indicated by
the numerous inquiries received lab the Bureau of Education for
information concerning, where men may be found qualified to teach
agriculture in elementary and_secondary schools. In a Decent letter
to the bureau President B. I. Wheeler, of the University of Cali-

' fornia, writes: "The demand for male teachers/in--the elementary
schools of California is unprecedented. There has come at one and
the same time a general desire for well-equipped teachers of science
an' the additional demand for men particularly equipped in agri-
culture." President J. A. Widtsoe, of the Agricultural College of
Litah; says: "Up to the present a large majority of the graduates of
this institution have gone out as teachers of agriculture, home eco-
nomics, mechanic arts, and related subjdc,,ts." President J. II.
Worst, of North Dakota College of Agriculture, writes: ?Till demand
for these teachers is far and away beyond our ability to' supply.
This, for the reason that the high schools generally of Minnesota and
many in North Dakota are incorporating fairly .strsmg courses in
agriculture in the high schools."

It will be several years before the supply of men available as
instructors in ayricultae will be sufficient to meet the demand.
Although the Binaries paid are holt 50 to 100 per cent higher than
are those fo instructors in other subjects in secondary schools, the
State colleges of agriculture are finding difficulty- in persuading men
to qualify specially for teaching, because even these salaries are not
equal to those paid the graduates of these institutions in the agri-
cultural industries.

It is important, however, that properly trained men he obtained.
Agriculture as a high-school science has not yet been developed into
good pedagogical form and until it is so developed a higher grade,
better trained teacher is needed for the agricultural subjects than
for any other subject in the high-school curriculum.

WHAT THE TEACHER OF AGRICULTURE SHOULD KNOW.

'Men for this work need a liberal educ'ationn tale general culture
subjects, togeter wits special tra : First, 4 the physical and
natural sciences, particularly in their tions td the science and art
of agriculture; second, in teclutical a prarioad agriculture and
farm practice; third, in rural sociology and agricultural economics;
fotfrtli, in general pe-ohology and pedagogy; fifth, in special egri-
cultural pedagogy, including the history of agricultural and industrial
education, the place and purpose of agriculture in the high school,
the hutottion of the agtoultural high ipohool, special irthods of WA-
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ing agriculture, and other similar aspects of agrieltural teachings.
The opportunity for such preparation is offered by several of the
State colleges of agriculture.

In each State and in Hawaii and Porto Rico there is one college of
agriculture and mechanic..arts,,established under the provisions of the
act of ('dngress of July 2, 1862. The law is commonly known. as the
land-grant act, because by it there was granted to each Stitte PKblic
land equal to 30,000 acres for eaclt, Senator and Representative in
Congress. The moneys derived from the sale of this land have formed,
perpetual endowment funds, the income being used for the support of
the institutions. Further aid was pr2vided the land-grant colleges by
the acts of Congress of August, 30,1896, and March 4, 19Q7 ; so that now
each State receives from the Federal Government, excluding the
income resulting from the act of 1862, an annual appropriation of
$50,000 in addition to the money paid for agricultural experiment
stations. In ,17 Southern States separate institutions for negroes
have been! established, and the Federal appropriation is divided
between the colleges for white students and those institutions.

While the agricultural work of the land-grant colleges until 1907
was along technical lines almost exclusively, many of their graduates
Wive become special teachers of agriculture in secondary schools,
with no other training than their technical agricultural courses and
the other subjects ih their general college course. More recently has
come the demand for men trained specially for teaching, and it was
largely in response to this demand that in the it'd passed in1907 for
the benefit of the State colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts Con-
gress included the proviso that part of the money ''may be used for
the special preparatilin of instructors of the elements of agriculture."
This measure is known as the Nelson amendment, as it is contained
in' an amendment to the appropriation bill for the Department of
Agrictilture. Under its provisions each State is now receiving for
the benefit of its college of agriculture and mechanic arts the sum of
$25,000, all or part of which may be used for the special preparation
of teachers of the elements of agriculture. This $25,000 is included
in the $50,000 mentioned above. It is held by the Bureau of Edu-
cation, in whose hands the administration of the Federal funds for
these institutions is placed, that this language authorizes the expend-
iture of these funds for providing special courses in agricultural ped-
agogy, but not in general pedagogy.

As a result of the measure, 36 of the 50 agricultural colleges, not
including the separate institutions for thescolored race, at present
offer some opportunities to their students to fit themselves as special
teachers of agriculture for secondary school work. Twelve institu-
tions offer only certain courses in general education elective to stu-
dents in agriculture, 14 offer courses in general education and special
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courses in agricultural education, 1 ogers courses in agricultural edu-
cation only, 7 that have departments of education allow students in
these ,departments to elect courses in agriculture,9 offer prescribed
four-year courses for teachers, and 3 offer special one-year courses to
persons preparing to teach agriculture who have already had the
equivalent of the general college education. Several others will
accept properly qualified persons as special students. So far' the col-
leges have failed to attract many persons to these courses in special
preparation for teaching. According to the reports required by Fed-
eral law to be made annually by the presidents of the land-grant col-
leges to the Bureau of Education, in the year ended June 30, 1911,
140 students were enrolled in four-year courses in preparation for
teaching agriculture, 7' in two-year courses, and 116 in one-year
courses.

SOME 'TYPICAL TEACHERS' TRAINING COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

itrscription
of the special features of the pedagogical training for

tea of agriculture in all of the land-grant colleges can not be.
given here. However, enough are included to illustrate the char-'
acter of the courses offered. The institutions selected are from widely
distributed parts of the country and include examples of several dif-
ferent methods of arrangement of this special work. The courses and
arrangement of the work in the other institutions are similar to ones
described here. A statement prepared by the writer, regarding the
work of each land-grant college in the preparation of teachers, is given
in the chapter on agricultural education in the Report of the Com-
missioner of Education for 1911.

The University of California recommends for the State teachers'
certificates as special teachers of agriculture only students who have
completed in their college bourse 12 semester hours of work in educa-
tion and at least 27 hours in agriculture and agricultural education.
The term semester hour is used here and in following statements to

, mean one hour per week for one semester or half year; a four semester-
hour course therefore is the equivalent of four recitations a week for
a semester. Seven distinct courses in agricultural education are
offered, only two of which are arranged especially for students pre-
paring for high-school work. "Agriculture in secondary schools" is
a two-hour course which treats of the aims, organization, and methods
of agriculture as a high-school subject; "The practice of teaching
agriculture" is a graduate course which includes lectures, readings,
and conferences, together with school observation and pratice of
teaching. A course in the history of agriculture and:two courses in
farm. management, including some work in rural economy, are given
in the agricultural college. These are recommended especially for
students preparing for teaching. The 12 hours in education include

.
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the history of education, the principles of secondary education, either
educational methods or school management, and the practice of

iteaching. The last s a graduate course taken in connection with
the course in the practice of teaching agriculture.

The University of/Illinois, while allowing agricultural students to
elect courses in the department of education, offers als'o a four-year
prescribed course for prospective teachers of agriculture. This course
includes 6 hours of agriculture, 31 hours of allied sciences, 17 hours
of general cultural subjects, 6 hours infagricultural edutation, and
8 hours in .general education. The work is divided as follows, the
figures indicating the number of hours devoted to the subject:
Agronomy 21 Thremmatology 21: English 4

Animal husbandry.... 161 Botany 1 ! Rhetoric 9

Dairy husbandry 8 Chemistry 15 ! Economics 2

Horticulture 15!r Entomology 21 Education 8

Secondary school agri- Zoology 5 Library science 2

culture 6

The course in secondary school agriculture consists of a study of
the features of agricultural science best adapted to high-school con-
ditions; the best, order and methods for their presentation; the proc-
ess of suiting the course and instruction tt the special interests and
needs of-each school community; and the planning and execution of
laboratory and field wo-rk. The courses in education include "the
principles of education" and "the principles of secondary education."
The essential difference between this course and that offered by the
University of California is in the amount of technical agriculture
required, the Illinois institution requiring 61 hours of work against
25 in California. Illinois gives 6 hours of work in secondary school
agriculture, and Itlifornia 2 hours, while in general education Illinois'
gives only 8 and California 12. It should be noted, however, that
part of the required work. for the teachers' certificate at the Unive -
sityfty of California is graduate work, while the courses listed above
given at the University of Illinois are all undergraduate.

The University of Maine also offers-a four-year prescribed course
which includes 50 semester hours of agricedture, 11 hours of educa-
tion, and 89 hours of English, mathematics, sciences, and free elec-

tives. The course in educatiOn includes J3 hours in the history of
education, 5 in the foundations of education, and 2 in child study.
The work in agricUlture, which is all in the last three yearvof the
course, includes agronomy, animal industry, horticulture, forestry,
farm management, veterinary science, agricultural *chemistry, and
bacteriology. The amount of technical agriculture coincides more
nearly with that given by the University of Illinois," but at the
University of Maine no courses are given to bridge the gap between
these. courses and the profesitional courses in education, as is done

lillimiL____
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at the University of Illinois and at the University of California. In
other words;the student who has completed the course at the Maine
institution must work out his own agricultural pedagogy and methods
of teaching.

A better plan is followed by the Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege, in which a department of agricultural education was organized
by direction of the State legislature in 1907, just before the tossup
of the Nelson amendment by Congress. The department has but
one sort of students to deal with, namely, those preparing to become
special teachers of agriculture. Therefore it can devote its entire
energy tO the special needs of these men. Six courses are given by
the department, all open as junior and senior electives: General
psychology, threp semester hours; history and philosophy of voca-
tional education, three hours; general methods of teaching and special
methods in agriculture, two hours; teachers' agriculture, three hours;
seminar in education, four hours. The teachers' agriculture con-
sists of a selection and review of such parts of the technical courses
in agriculture, horticulture, and the biological and physical sciences
as are adapted to the work of the public schools; the seminar in
education is arranged for the special study of such topics as legisla-
tion anti agricultural education, and the place aid value of agrictl-
tural science in schbol courses. A department of rural social science
gives 22 semester hours of elective work of special valuer men pre-
paring to teach in rural communities: Agricultural industries and
resources, historical and comparative agriculture, cooperation in
agriculture, agricultural economics, and rural sociology. The pros-
pective teacher entering this college takes the proscribed course for/(
the first two years in common with all other students. This includes
10 hours in elementary agriculture and horticulture, 20 hours in
physical and natural sciences, 12 hours in English, 10 hours.in math-
ematics, and 14 hours in French or German. In the last two years
three hours Are required in English and in political science. The
student preparing to teach must take all courses in education, together
with electives enough io make at least 17 hours of workeach semes-
ter. The electives must. be taken largely from cours,es in agriculture,
horticulture, forestry, and` the closely allied sciences, and from the
courses in rural social science.

In his four-year course the graduate of this department has there-
.

fore had 42 hours in general cultural subjects, 211 hours in physical
and natural sciences, 15 hours -in agricultural.education, and 67
hours of 'electives chosen from courses in technical agriculture,
horticulture and forestry, the 'physical and natural sbiences, and
the rural social sciences. As the institution is an agricultural college
with no mechanic arts college or liberal arts college included, all
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1courses offered are taught from the agricultural viewpoint and are

closely correlated with the technical work in agriculture.
A prescribed four-year course is offered in th school of education

Of the University of Tennessee. The course includes even less
agriculture than the University of California, only 18elleurs of work
being prescribed. This includes courses in agronomy, horticulture,
animal husbandry, and dairying. Fifteen hours work are required
in education, the courses including psychology and philosophy,
the history of education, and the science amt art of teaching: In
addition to this arrangement students in the regular agricultural
co e may elect .a few courses in education in their, junior end

xeals.
e University of Missouri WM one of the first of the land-grant

colleges to make special provisions for men &tiring to fit themselves
for teaching agriculture. Now provision is made for those intending
to become general science teachers with a small amount of training
in agriculture, and foi those intending to prepare as special teachers
of agriculture. The students in the first of these classes take all
their professional work, including agriculture, in the school of educa-
tion; those in the second class take their technical courses in agricul-
ture in the agricultural college and their professional work ill educe-
tion in tli6 school of education. The school of education offers
three agricultural courses elective to all studenti preparing oteach.
The "Administration of agricultural education" .is a course sling
largely with .the modern movements and methods in agricultural
education from the standpoint of the superintendent of schools.
No work in agriculture is a prerequisite. "Soils and plant culture"
and "Animal husbandry" are two courses covering the fundamental
principles of these subjects, arranged for prospective teachers who
have had no other courses in agriculture. To secure a life certificate
as a special teacher of agriculture candidates must. include in their
four year,s' work, in addition to the required subjects in the school
of education, a minimum requirement of 15 hours in agronomy,
animal husbandry, and horticulture from courses offered in the
agricultural college for the bachelor's degree. .

Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College has organized a
"School of Industrial Education" which offers a special four-year
course, leading to the bachelor's degree, in preparation for teaching
agriculture or the mechanic arts. Students receive instruction in
the languages, mathematics, history and civics, chemistry, physics,
biology, geology, psychology, history of educatiyn, logic, ethics,
sociology, besides technical courses in agriculture given in the depart-
ment of agriculture. A course called "A study of the agricultural
high school" is offered for advanced seniors' and graduate studeritiii.,
This course aims to give the student a true conception of the kind
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of education the agricultural high school is intended to provide,
and a full understanding of the service it is to render the community
at large. It aims also to give the student a practical knowledge of
the most approved methodic of scientific agriculture. A model

_forth connected with the school of industrial education is conducted
to illustrate the proper fuRction of the agricultural high-school farm.
The institution is developing a one-year postgraduate course which
will include work in general and agricultural education designed to
fit its students for filling positions as principals of agricultural h,igli
schools. The study of the agricultural high school will he continued, '
and the men will be given practical work on the "model agricultural '

high-school farm' ann practical teaching in the working boys'
courses offered by the 'college. This additional year's work is very
desirable for men .intending to teach, because 'the college is obliged
to accept in its undergraduate courses a large number of men who
have not had the advantage of a complete high-school course.

Several of the land-grant colleges have made provisions for pro-
spective teachers of agriculture, properly qualified in other respects,
to become special students in agriculture or agricultural education.
The Michigan Agricultural College allows graduates of other recog-
nized colleges and of State normal schools who have had at least two

, years' experieLco in teaching to select technical courses in agriculture,
entering with regular classes and taking the subjects in the same
manner and at the same time as the regular students. The courses
selected may be fimn those given in any year of the college course
but must be approved by the classifying officer. A similar oppor-
tunity is offered by the Kansas Agricultural College. The University
of Maine offers a prescribed one-year course open to college graduates,
high-school teachers with at least two yea* experience, and normal
school graduates who have taught at least three years. The course
includes agricultural botany, 2 hours; agricultural .chemistry, 4
hours; agricultural economics, 2 hours; elementary veterinary, 5
hours; economic entomology, 2 hours; bacteriology, 1 hour; agricul-
ture, 34 hours; horticulture, 15 hours; forestry, 2 hours; school
gardening, 1 hour; and education, g hours.

AGRICULTURAL COURSES IN NORMAL SCHOOLS.

In all but a few cases the work in agriculture in the normal schools
iS intended -as preparation for the required work in the elementary

\_s9koclls. Agriculture is a required subject in the common schools of
12 Sates and in the rural schools ofF-5 others, and is required for
teachers' certificates in 14 States. This has'iorced it into the curricu-
lum of thTnormal schools of the States where the subject is required
and has aided in its inclusion in the curriculum of normal schoolain
oilier States. The past year agriculture as a separate Subject, in
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more or less complete form, was taught in 104 of the 196 State
normal schools, and in the 24 county training schools of Wisconsin.
About one-fourth of the State normal schools have graduates of.
agricultural colleges for instructors in agriculture. A large number
of them offer brief courses extending from 4 to 12 weeks. A smaller
number offer a full year's course and a few a course of greater extent.

The State normal school at North Adams, Mass., offers a three-
year course in agriculture, as well as shorter courses in school and
home gardening, agricultrre, horticulture, and n ture study. Dunn
the past three years the_york was arranged and .onducted with the.
cooperation of the State Agricultural College, vhich added to the
faculty of the normal school an instructor and supervisor, who gave
a portion of his time to instruction at the normal school and to
supervision at its three trailing schools, a second portion to the
promotion of elementary agriculture and nature study in the schools
of Berkshire Countyin which the normal school is locatedand the
remainder to instruction at the college in agricultural education.
The three-year agricultural course includes all of the work in Eng-
lish, psychology, and pedagogy included in the regular two-year
normal course. A graduate of the regular normal course or a college
graduate may take the agricultural work given in the three-year
course in one year. The wsiriCis intended to prepare special teachers
of agriculture for supervisory work or for teaching in secondary
schools. It includes the following-subjects:

I. Agriculture: Soils;- plant lifestructures, functionS, and dis-
eases; fertilizers, tillage, crops; hotbeds, cold frames, and green-
houses; farm live stock, poultry, bees; dairying.

Horticulture: Flower and shrub gardens; window gardens; propa-
gation, pruning, and .cultivation; arc arils and small fruits; forestry.

Insects and birds: Ecodnomic impor nee; control of inj urThus insects.
Farm Buildings and Machin
Sanitary Selena.
(Agricultural physics and chemistry as these subjects are involved

in preceding topics.)
Rural Social Science.
II. Nature Study: Its content and relation to science, literature,

and vocational work.
III. Manual Training: Carpentry, cabinet work, forge work,

assembling farm machinery.
Drawing: Freehand and mechanicg, structural and decorative

design, use of color, farm, and building plans.
IV. English, etc.
V. Pedagogy and Pochology.
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The Fourth District State Normal SCipol at Springfield, \Mo.,
offers two elementary courses and one advanced course. The ele-
mentary courses together extend through five terms five hours a
week and include a study of plant life, soils and soil fertility, farm
crops, grain judging, enemies and diseases of plants and their con-
trol, crop rotation, feeds and feeding, live stock, poultry, dairying,
and general farm management. The advanced course is a two-
year course, which includes one term's work in each of the following:
Dairying, animal husbandry, oreharding, farm management, poultry
raising, and gardening. The institution has established a two-year
agricultural high school in which the stud ants devote one-fourth of
the time to agriculture or domestic science and' one-eighth of thd
time to pedagogy as applied torural`school teaching. The course is
intended to prepare young .men and women for rural school work;
and graduates will receive a State teachers' certificate to teach in
rural schools. The institution owns a model, farm and good 'eqUip-

41p,./me for agricultural instruction. The instructor in agriculture is a
n trained especially for teaching that subject.

The State Teachers College of Colorado, at Greeley, maintains a
partment of agricultural education offering nine courses. The

work is arranged especially for rural teachers, and a special &Ionia
in elementary agriculture is given to students completing the.

OThe institution is equipped with a farm, nursery, gardens, green-
'house, and stables. The instructor is a graduate of an agricultural
college. The courses given by the department are as follows, each
being a 60-hour course: Nature study; elementary agriculture;
school gardening; soils and crops of the farm; animals of the farm;
dairy industry and poultry husbsndry; horticulture on the farm;
the farm home; and.rural sociology; and the rural school.

NORMAL TRAINING FOR NEGROES. '

,Among separate institutions for the colored race tW,o are offering
excellent opportunities to prepare for teaching agriculture in second-

.ary schools, namelyi. Hampton Normal and Agrkulturkl Institute,
at Hampton, Va., and Tuskegee Normal and Industria1. Institute,
at Tuskegee, Ala. The Hampton Institute offers a three years'
vocational course in agriculture and a spkial one-year course to
students who have completed the vocational course and are prepar-
ing to teach agriculture. The one-year course includes tlAv chemistry
of soils, manures, and fertilizers; chemistry of 'dairy prod110,s fer-
mentation; milk testing; geology in its relation to soil formation;
biology 'in its relation to plant and animal life; farm engineering,
including a study of farm machinery and structures, and farm
physics, including soil physics, the relation of the atmosphereto agri-

,
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culture, climatology, and the organic life in the soil arid air. Stu-
dents taking this course are required to take also the teaching course
in the. training school, Where they are required to teach classes in
agriculture under a critic teacher. Upon. the completion of both
courses they receive a special diploma.

At Tuskegee students in the agricultural departmentpreparing to
teach may elect a junior-year course in elementary psychology in its
relation to teaching and a senior course in the history of education
and methods of teaching. These courses in education may be taken
as postgraduate work by students who have completed the under- .

graduate work at Tuskegee or its equivalent elsewhere.

Or
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